
  
Digitalization of Construction and Manufacturing 

 
Job Description: Business Analyst - Europe 
 

Our Group 

By 2024, the world of construction and industry will have undergone significant change. Companies 

who will have been able to transform themselves in the face of the current challenges of digitalization 

will be the leaders of this new world. 

In order to support our customers and help them to understand the changes brought about by the 

emergence of new technologies, the Monnoyeur Group has created ARKANCE. 

 

Scope 

Within Arkance, you will join the IT department to participate in the implementation of Oracle Netsuite 

in the companies being part of this Group in Europe. 

 
Main responsibilities 

Under the responsibility of the Arkance Group CIO, your main missions are: 
 

Business application integration (new companies):  

 You participate in the rollouts of Oracle Netsuite within the entities that will join the Group, in 

collaboration with global PMO, local project manager and global and local integrators, and the 

local business teams.  

Oracle Netsuite maintenance/enhancements: 

 You are responsible for the Oracle Netsuite Core Model consistency and country localizations, and 

you propose the enhancements required by the business teams to support the activity and the 

growth of the group, in coordination with the 3rd party supplier in charge of Oracle Netsuite 

maintenance. 

 To this aim, you are also responsible of Oracle Netsuite governance. 

BI & reporting maintenance/enhancements 

 You are responsible for BI & reporting maintenance & enhancements in coordination with the 

leadership teams of all Arkance entities, keeping in mind the consistency, the relevance, and the 

reliability of the KPIs.  

 You work in close relationship with the 3rd party supplier in charge of the maintenance and control 

and validate his work. 

IBM Planning Analytics maintenance/enhancements 

 You are responsible for the maintenance & enhancements of our FP&A solution managed in IBM 

Planning Analytics in coordination with the Finance team of Arkance Group. 

 You work in close relationship with the 3rd party supplier in charge of the maintenance and control 

and validate his work. 
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Profile 

Education and Experience: 

 Master degree in Engineering, Business or similar  
 3-5 years’ experience as ERP & CRM business analyst in international groups and in multi-

subsidiary environment, ideally in a multinational company with several legal entities on the same 
instance, based on one core model 

Hard Skills: 

 Deep knowledge of at least one ERP & CRM, ideally Oracle Netsuite 
 At ease with at least one reporting tool : Business Object, Clik Sense, ideally Power BI 
 Able to create complex SQL queries and to write functional specifications 
 Fluent in French and English; other European langue will be an asset 

Soft Skills: 

 Active listening, ability to deal with conflict and negotiate 
 Strong analytical and synthetic abilities 
 Good at communicating  
 Commitment to our core Group values: Entrepreneurship, Courage, Friendliness and Respect 


